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Director MX for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart Guide makes the perfect accompaniment for readers looking to quickly get up-to-speed on the new version's seamless integration with the Macromedia Flash MX product family, advanced debugging capabilities, new Object Inspector, support for both QuickTime 6 and Mac OS X, and more! Like the other books in Peachpit's popular Visual QuickStart series, this one uses dozens of screenshots in each chapter accompanied by simple, step-by-step instructions to guide readers through the complexities of creating Director MX "movies" for CD-ROM and the Web. Whether they use the book as a tutorial or reference, readers learn in no time how to combine bitmap graphics, digital video, sound, and text into creative interactive multimedia productions. Completely revised and updated with brand-new graphics, this book covers features new to Macromedia Director MX, for both the Windows and Macintosh platforms.

When a simple animation program called VideoWorks first appeared on Macintosh desktops in 1985, no one expected that—under the name of Macromedia Director—it would evolve into the leading tool for creating interactive multimedia. Over the years, Director has been a pioneer in giving creative people the tools and the framework they needed to bring their ideas to life and distribute them in an increasing variety of formats, from floppy disks to CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs, and Web pages.

Director MX, the latest version of Macromedia's all-purpose authoring program, allows you to combine images, text, sounds, music, video, and even 3D objects into fully interactive "movies" that put the user in control. Its capability to handle all sorts of media allows you to repurpose content—for example, to distribute an interactive presentation as a stand-alone CD-ROM and also as a streaming Shockwave movie—with a minimum of effort.
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FileMaker Pro 7 Bible (Wiley)For Dummies, 2004
If FileMaker Pro 7 can do it, you can do it too ...
Whether your organization uses Mac, Windows, or a combination of both, FileMaker Pro gives you the tools to build custom database solutions that work. This book teaches you how to use them, whether you’re a FileMaker Pro user, an experienced database developer, or new to database...
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Distributed Data Management in Grid EnvironmentsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Discover grid computing—how to successfully build, implement, and manage widely distributed computing architecture
With technology budgets under increasing scrutiny and system architecture becoming more and more complex, many organizations are rethinking how they manage and use technology. Keeping a strong business focus, this publication...
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Lewis Fry Richardson: His Intellectual Legacy and Influence in the Social Sciences (Pioneers in Arts, Humanities, Science, Engineering, Practice)Springer, 2019

	
		
			
				This is an open access book. Lewis F Richardson (1981-1953), a physicist by training, was a pioneer in meteorology and peace research and remains a towering presence in both fields. This edited volume reviews his work and assesses its influence in the social sciences, notably his work on arms races and their...
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JBoss Tools 3 Developers GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
JBoss Tools consist of the best Java frameworks and technologies placed together under the same "roof". Discovering JBoss Tools is like exploring a cave; at first everything seems unknown and complicated, but once you become familiar with the main features of the Tools, you will start to feel at home.

This is the first book in...
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The Power of Many: How the Living Web Is Transforming Politics, Business, and Everyday LifeSybex, 2004
Now that so many of us are online and web tools are becoming user-friendly,  we’re experiencing a profound change in the way we form relationships and build  communities. After years of hype, the Internet is truly transforming the way we  find everything from jobs, dates, clients, and support groups, to political  allies, social causes,...
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Discrete Signals and Inverse Problems: An Introduction for Engineers and ScientistsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Discrete Signals and Inverse Problems examines fundamental concepts necessary to engineers and scientists working with discrete signal processing and inverse problem solving, and places emphasis on the clear understanding of algorithms within the context of application needs.
    Based on the original ‘Introduction to...
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